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1. INTRODUCTION

The Fuc� ik spectrum of the p-laplacian on W 1, p
0 (0) is defined as the set

7p of those (:, ;) # R2 such that

&2pu=:u+p&1&;u&p&1 in 0, u=0 on �0 (1.1)

has a nontrivial solution u. Here 1<p<�, 2p u= div( |{u| p&2 {u), u+=
max[u, 0], u=u+&u&, and 0 is a bounded domain in RN, N�1. The
usual spectrum of &2p corresponds to :=; in (1.1). Denoting by *1<*2

the first two eigenvalues of &2p on W 1, p
0 (0) (cf. the end of this introduc-

tion), 7p clearly contains in particular (*1 , *1), (*2 , *2) and the two lines
*1 _R and R_*1 .

This generalized notion of spectrum was introduced for p=2 (i.e., in the
linear case) in the 1970s by Fuc� ik [21] and Dancer [15] in connection
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with the study of the so-called jumping non-linearities. Several works have
been devoted since that time to the study of 72 . Of special interest for our
present purposes are [15] where it is proved that the two lines *1_R and
R_*1 are isolated in 72 , and [18] where a first nontrivial curve in 72

through (*2 , *2) is constructed and characterized variationnally. Other
recent contributions dealing with 72 include [16, 25, 4].

In the quasilinear case p{2, only the ODE situation N=1 seems to
have been investigated, in [20], where it is shown that 7p has then the
same general shape as in the linear ODE case, i.e., a sequence of hyperbolic
like curves.

It is our purpose in this paper to initiate the study of 7p in the general
case 1<p<�, N�1. We construct a nontrivial curve in 7p . The present
construction differs completely from that carried out in [18] (see also
[14]) in the linear case p=2. The argument in [18] involved minimization
and was based on some sort of orthogonality relation. Here we use the
mountain pass theorem, more precisely a version of that theorem on a C1

manifold which follows from a result in [22], or from a deformation
lemma of Bonnet [7].

The construction of that curve in 7p is carried out in Section 2. In
Section 3 we show that the curve we construct is in fact the first nontrivial
curve in 7p . This is probably one of the main results of our paper. It
implies in particular that our curve passes through (*2 , *2), which yields
a variational characterization of *2 by a mountain-pass procedure. In
Remark 3.3 we compare this characterization of *2 with the one obtained
recently in [2]. As a preliminary step in the proof that our curve is indeed
the first one, we show that the two trivial lines *1_R and R_*1 are
isolated in 7p .

Some other properties of our curve are investigated in Section 4: strict
monotonicity and regularity. We also show there that the curve is
asymptotic at infinity to the trivial lines *1 _R and R_*1 .

In Section 5, we turn to the study of nonresonance for the problem

&2pu= f (x, u) in 0, u=0 on �0. (1.2)

We assume that f (x, u) is such that f (x, u)�|u| p&2 u lies asymptotically
between (*1 , *1) and one point (:, ;) of the first curve in 7p . Solvability is
then derived from an assumption bearing on the asymptotic behaviour
of pF(x, u)�|u| p with respect to (*1 , *1) and (:, ;), where F(x, u)=
�u

0 f (x, t) dt. The proof involves two distinct applications of a mountain
pass argument. Our result generalizes or improves several recent works
concerning (1.2), as will be indicated in Section 5.

To conclude this introduction, let us briefly recall some properties of the
usual spectrum of &2p to be used later. References are [1] when 0 is
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regular, [24] in the general case. The first eigenvalue *1 of &2p on
W1, p

0 (0) is defined as

*1=min {|0
|{u| p : u # W 1, p

0 (0) and |
0

|u| p=1= . (1.3)

It is known that *1 is >0, simple, and admits an eigenfunction .1 #
W1, p

0 (0) & C1(0), with .1 satisfying .1(x)>0 in 0 and �0 . p
1 =1.

Moreover *1 is isolated in the spectrum, which allows to define the second
eigenvalue as

*2=min [* # R : * eigenvalue and *>*1] .

It is also known that any eigenfunction associated to an eigenvalue dif-
ferent from *1 changes sign. This latter property immediately extends to
any nontrivial solution u of (1.1) with (:, ;) � (*1_R) _ (R_*1). One also
deduces directly from (1.3) that any (:, ;) # 7p satisfies :�*1 and ;�*1 .

2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE CURVE

This section is devoted to the construction of a nontrivial curve in the
spectrum 7p .

Let us fix s # R and let us draw in the (:, ;) plane a line parallel to the
diagonal and passing through (s, 0). We will first see that the points of 7p

on that line corresponds exactly to the critical values of some constrained
functional.

For that purpose let us consider

Js (u)=|
0

|{u| p&s |
0

u+ p.

Js is a C1 functional on W 1, p
0 (0). We are interested in the critical points

of the restriction J� s of Js to

S={u # W 1, p
0 (0) : I(u)=|

0
|u| p=1= .

By Lagrange multipliers rule, u # S is a critical point of J� s if and only if
there exists t # R such that J$s (u)=tI$(u), i.e.,

|
0

|{u| p&2 {u {v&s |
0

u+ p&1v=t|
0

|u| p&2 uv (2.1)
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for all v # W 1, p
0 (0). This means that

{&2pu=(s+t) u+ p&1&tu& p&1

u=0
in 0,
on �0

holds in the weak sense, i.e., that (s+t, t) # 7p . Taking v=u in (2.1), one
also sees that the Lagrange multiplier t is equal to the corresponding criti-
cal value J� s(u). We have thus the following

Lemma 2.1. The points in 7p on the parallel to the diagonal passing
through (s, 0) are exactly of the form (s+J� s(u), J� s(u)) with u a critical point
of J� s .

From now on we assume s�0, which is no restriction since 7p is clearly
symmetric with respect to the diagonal.

A first critical point of J� s comes from global minimization. Indeed

J� s(u)�*1 |
0

|u| p&s |
0

u+ p�*1&s

for all u # S, and one has J� s(u)=*1&s for u=.1 . Consequently we have
the following

Proposition 2.2. .1 is a global minimum of J� s with J� s (.1)=*1&s. The
corresponding point in 7p is (*1 , *1&s), which lies on the vertical line
through (*1 , *1).

A second critical point of J� s comes from the following

Proposition 2.3. &.1 is a strict local minimum of J� s , and J� s(&.1)=
*1 . The corresponding point in 7p is (*1+s, *1), which lies on the horizontal
line through (*1 , *1).

Of course, when s=0, the two critical values J� s(.1) and J� s(&.1) coin-
cide as well as the corresponding points in 7p .

Proof of Proposition 2.3. Assume by contradiction that there exists a
sequence un # S with un { &.1 , un � &.1 in W 1, p

0 (0) and J� s(un)�*1 .
We first observe that un changes sign for n sufficiently large. Indeed since
un � &.1 , un must be <0 somewhere. Moreover if un�0 a.e. in 0, then

J� s (un)=|
0

|{un | p>*1
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since un {\.1 , and this contradicts J� s (un)�*1 . So un changes sign.
Putting rn=�0 |{u+

n | p��0 u+
n

p, we have

J� s (un)=|
0

|{u+
n | p+|

0
|{u&

n | p&s |
0

u+
n

p

�(rn&s) |
0

u+
n

p+*1 |
0

u&
n

p.

On the other hand

J� s (un)�*1=*1 |
0

u+
n

p+*1 |
0

u&
n

p.

Combining then two inequalities and using the fact that �0 u+
n

p>0, we
obtain

rn&s�*1 .

Now since, since un � &.1 in L p(0), |un>0| � 0, where |un>0| denotes
the measure of the set where un is >0. The lemma below then implies
rn � +�, which contradicts the previous inequality. Q.E.D.

Lemma 2.4. Let 0#% vn # W 1, p
0 (0) satisfy vn�0 a.e. and |vn>0| � 0.

Then �0 |{vn | p��0 v p
n � +�.

Proof. Write wn=vn �(�0 v p
n )1�p and assume by contradiction that

�0 |{wn | p contains a bounded subsequence. Then, for a further sub-
sequence, wn � w in L p(0). Clearly w�0 a.e. and �0 w p=1. So, for some
=>0, '=|w>=|>0. We deduce that |wn>=�2|>'�2 for n sufficiently
large, which contradicts the assumption that |vn>0| � 0. Q.E.D.

To get a third critical point, we will use a version of the mountains pass
theorem on a C1 manifold, which we now recall.

Let E be a real Banach space and let

M=[u # E : g(u)=1],

where g # C1(E, R) and 1 is a regular value of g. For f # C1(E, R), the norm
of the derivative at u # M of the restriction f� of f to M is defined as

& f� $(u)&
*

=min[& f $(u)&tg$(u)&E* : t # R],

where & &E* denotes the norm on the dual space E*. We recall that f is said
to satisfy the (P.S) condition on M, if for any sequence un # M such that
f (un) is bounded and & f� $(un)&

*
� 0, one has that un admits a convergent

subsequence. The proposition below follows from Theorem 3.2 in [22].
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Proposition 2.5. Let u0 , u1 # M and let =>0 be such that &u1&u0&E>
= and

inf [ f (u) : u # M and &u&u0&E==]>max[ f (u0), f (u1)]. (2.2)

Assume that f satisfies the (P.S) condition on M and that

1=[# # C([&1, +1], M) : #(&1)=u0 and #(1)=u1]

is nonempty. Then

c= inf
# # 1

max
u # #[&1, +1]

f (u)

is a critical value of f� (i.e., there exists u # M with & f� $(u)&
*

=0 and
f (u)=c).

Remark 2.6. The same conclusion holds in Proposition 2.5 if the
geometric assumption (2.2) is replaced by the condition that

inf
# # 1

max
u # #[&1, +1]

f (u)>max[ f (u0), f (u1)].

This observation will be used in Section 5.

Remark 2.7. Results analogous to Proposition 2.5 and Remark 2.6
could also be deduced from [7].

We will apply Proposition 2.5 with E=W 1, p
0 (0), f =Js and g=I. First

two preliminary results. The first one concerns the (P.S) condition while
the second one describes the geometry of J� s near the local minimum &.1 .

Lemma 2.8. Js satisfies the (P.S) condition on S.

Proof. Let un # S and tn # R be sequences such that, for some constant k,

|Js(un)|�k (2.3)

and

}|0
|{un | p&2 {un{v&s |

0
u+

n
p&1v&tn |

0
|un | p&2 unv}�=n &v&1, p (2.4)

for all v # W 1, p
0 (0) where =n � 0 and where & &1, p denotes the W 1, p

0 norm.
From (2.3) follows that un remains bounded in W 1, p

0 (0); consequently,
for a subsequence, un � u weakly in W 1, p

0 (0) and strongly in L p(0). The
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relation (2.4) (with v=un) implies that tn remains bounded. We then
have

|
0

|{un | p&2 {un{(un&u)

=s |
0

u+
n

p&1(un&u)+tn |
0

|un | p&2 un(un&u)+O(=n),

where the right-hand side goes to zero as n � �. Using the (S)+ property
of &2p (cf., e.g., [10, 26]), one deduces that un � u in W 1, p

0 (0). Q.E.D.

Lemma 2.9. Let =0>0 be such that

J� s(u)>J� s(&.1) (2.5)

for all u # B(&.1 , =0) & S with u{&.1 , where the ball B is taken in
W1, p

0 (0) (cf. Proposition 2.3). Then, for any 0<=<=0 ,

inf [J� s(u) : u # S and &u&(&.1)&1, p==]>J� s (&.1). (2.6)

Proof. Part of the argument here is adapted from [17], where a similar
situation without constraint is considered. Assume by contradiction that
the infimum in (2.6) is equal to J� s(&.1)=*1 for some = with 0<=<=0 . So
there exists a sequence un # S with &un&(&.1)&1, p== and, say, J� s(un)�
*1+1�2n2. Call

C=[u # S : =&$�&u&(&.1)&1, p�=+$],

where $>0 is chosen so that 0<=&$ and =+$<=0 . In view of our con-
tradiction hypothesis and (2.5), it follows that inf[J� s(u) : u # C]=*1 . We
now apply for each n Ekeland's principle to the functional J� s on C to get
the existence of vn # C such that

J� s (vn)�J� s (un), (2.7)

&vn&un &1, p�1�n, (2.8)

J� s (vn)�J� s (u)+
1
n

&u&vn&1, p \u # C. (2.9)

Our purpose is to show that vn is a (P.S.) sequence for J� s on S, i.e., that
J� s(vn) is bounded (which is obvious by (2.7)) and that &J� $s(vn)&

*
� 0. Once

this is proved, we get, by Lemma 2.8, that for a subsequence, vn � v in
W1, p

0 (0). Clearly v # S and satisfies &v&(&.1)&1, p== and J� s(v)=*1 ,
which contradicts (2.5).
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To prove that &J� $s(vn)&
*

� 0, we first fix n>1�$, take w # W 1, p
0 (0)

tangent to S at vn i.e., such that

|
0

|vn | p&2 vnw=0, (2.10)

and consider, for t # R,

ut=
vn+tw

&vn+tw&p
, (2.11)

where & &p denotes the L p(0) norm. We first observe that for |t| sufficiently
small, ut # C. Indeed

lim
t � 0

&ut&(&.1)&1, p=&vn&(&.1)&1, p ,

where the right-hand side is

�&vn&un&1, p+&un&(&.1)&1, p�
1
n

+=<$+=

and it is also

�&(&.1)&un &1, p&&un&vn&1, p�=&
1
n

>=&$.

So we can take u=ut in (2.9). Putting r(t)=&vn+tw&p , we deduce, for
t>0,

Js (vn)&Js (vn+tw)
t

�
1
n

1
r(t) t

&vn(1&r(t))+tw&1, p+
1
t \

1
r(t) p&1+ Js (vn+tw). (2.12)

The second term in the right-hand side of (2.12) involves (r(t) p&1)�t,
which is the differential quotient of r(t) p near t=0. Since, by (2.10),

d
dt

r(t) p| t=0= p |
0

|vn | p&2 vnw=0,

we have that (r(t) p&1)�t � 0 as t � 0, and we deduce that the second term
in the right-hand side of (2.12) goes to zero as t � 0. The first term in the
right-hand side of (2.12) involves (1&r(t))�t, which also goes to zero as
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t � 0 (again by (2.10)). Finally, going to the limit in (2.12) as t � 0, we get
(J$s (vn), w)�1�n &w&1, p . Consequently

|(J$s (vn), w) |�
1
n

&w&1, p (2.13)

for all w # W 1, p
0 (0) tangent to S at vn .

Now if w is arbitrary in W 1, p
0 (0), we choose :n so that (w&:nvn)

satisfies (2.10), i.e. :n=�0 |vn | p&2 vnw. Replacing in (2.13), we get

|(J$s (vn), w)&(J$s (vn), vn)|
0

|vn | p&2 vnw|�
1
n

&w&:n vn&1, p .

Since &:nvn&1, p� Cst &w&1, p , we deduce

|(J$s (vn), w)&tn |
0

|vn | p&2 vnw|�=n&w&1, p ,

where tn=(J$s(vn), vn) and =n � 0. Thus &J� $s (vn)&
*

� 0 and vn is a (P.S)
sequence for J� s on S. K

We are now in a position to apply the mountain pass theorem of
Proposition 2.5. Clearly

1=[# # C([&1, +1], S) : #(&1)=&.1 and #(1)=.1]

is nonempty (take, e.g., . # W 1, p
0 (0) with . � R.1 , consider the path

t.1+(1&|t| ) . and normalize it). Moreover the (P.S) and geometric
assumptions are satisfied by the previous two lemmas. Consequently

c(s)= inf
# # 1

max
u # #[&1, +1]

J� s (u) (2.14)

is a critical value of J� s . Moreover

c(s)>max[J� s (&.1), J� s(.1)]=*1 . (2.15)

A third critical point of J� s is obtained in this way. We have thus proved the
following

Theorem 2.10. For each s�0, the point (s+c(s), c(s)), where c(s)>*1

is defined by the minimax formula (2.14), belongs to 7p .

This yields for s>0 (resp. s=0) a third (resp. second ) point
(s+c(s), c(s)) in 7p on the parallel to the diagonal passing through (s, 0).
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Proceeding in this manner for each s�0, we get a nontrivial curve
s # R+ � (s+c(s), c(s)) # R2 in 7p . Of course the symmetric points with
respect to the diagonal also belong to 7p . The whole curve will be denoted
by C.

Various properties of C will be considered in the following two sections.

3. FIRST NONTRIVIAL CURVE

This section is devoted to the proof that the curve C constructed above
is the first nontrivial curve in 7p , in the following sense :

Theorem 3.1. Let s�0. The point (s+c(s), c(s)) is the first nontrivial
point of 7p on the parallel to the diagonal through (s, 0).

In particular, for s=0, the curve C passes through (*2 , *2), which
provides the following variational characterization of *2 :

Corollary 3.2. One has

*2= inf
# # 1

max
u # #[&1, +1] |

0
|{u| p, (3.1)

where 1 is the family of all continuous paths in S going from &.1 to +.1 .

This characterization of *2 is slightly different from the one obtained
recently in [2]. We recall that it was shown in [2] that *2 is equal to the
second Ljusternik�Schnirelman eigenvalue :

*2= inf
A # A

max
u # A |

0
|{u| p (3.2)

where A=[A/S : A compact, symmetric, of genus �2].

Remark 3.3. It is easily seen that the inf max in (3.2) is � the inf max
in (3.1). Indeed starting with a path # # 1 and joining it with its symmetric
counterpart &#, one gets a compact symmetric set of genus �2 on which
J� 0 has not increased its values. Corollary 3.2 shows that in order to get *2

in (3.2), it suffices to restrict oneself to this particular class of sets A.

Before going to the proof of Theorem 3.1, we will show that the trivial
lines *1 _R and R_*1 are isolated in 7p .

Proposition 3.4. There does not exist (:n , ;n) # 7p with :n and ;n>*1

such that (:n , ;n) � (:, ;) with : or ;=*1 .
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Proof. It is adapted from [1] where the situation of the first eigenvalue
was considered. Assume by contradiction the existence of (:n , ;n) # 7p with
the properties above, and let un # W 1, p

0 (0) be a solution of

&2p un=:nu+
n

p&1&;nu&
n

p&1 in 0 (3.3)

with &un&p=1. It follows from (3.3) that un remains bounded in W 1, p
0 (0)

and consequently, for a subsequence, un � u weakly in W 1, p
0 (0) and

strongly in L p(0). Using the (S)+ property of the &2p (cf. [10]), we
deduce from (3.3) that

&2pu=*1u+ p&1&;u& p&1 in 0, (3.4)

where we have considered the case where :=*1 . Multiplying (3.4) by u+

and integrating, one gets

|
0

|{u+| p=*1 | u+ p,

so that either u+#0 or u=.1 . In the first case one deduces from (3.4) that
u is an eigenfunction with u�0, so that u=&.1 . So, in any case, un con-
verges in L p(0) to either .1 or &.1 . This implies that

either |un<0| � 0 or |un>0| � 0. (3.5)

We now go back to (3.3) and observe that since (:n , ;n) does not belong
to the trivial lines of 7p , un changes sign. Multiplying (3.3) by u+

n and
integrating, one gets

|
0

|{u+
n | p=:n |

0
u+

n
p�:n |un>0|1& p�q &u+

n & p
q ,

where q is chosen with q>p and q�p* where p* is the Sobolev conjugate
exponent if p<N ( p<q<� if p�N). Using the Sobolev inequality, one
deduces

|un>0|�c:_
n ,

where _<0 and c=c(0, N, p). Since a similar estimate holds for |un<0|,
one reaches a contradiction with (3.5). Q.E.D

The following lemma, of a topological nature, will be used repeatedly in
the proof of Theorem 3.1. Unless otherwise stated, the topology considered
on S is the one induced by W 1, p

0 (0), whose norm is denoted as before by
& &1, p .
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Lemma 3.5. (i) S is locally arcwise connected. (ii) Any connected open
subset O of S is arcwise connected. (iii) If O$ is a component (i.e., a nonempty
maximal open connected subset) of an open set O/S, then �O$ & O is empty.

Proof. Part (i) follows from the fact that S is a Banach manifold. To prove
(ii) one fixes u0 # O and considers O1=[u # O: there exists a continuous path
from u0 to u within O]. Using (i), one shows that O1 is open and closed (in O).
Consequently O1=O and O is arcwise connected. Property (iii) follows easily
from the fact that S is locally connected. Q.E.D.

In the last lemma, we show how to find critical points of J� s in a set of
the form

O=[u # S : J� s (u)<r].

Lemma 3.6. Any component of O contains a critical point of J� s .

Proof. Let O1 be a component of O and consider d=inf [J� s u: u # O� 1],
where O� 1 denotes the W 1, p

0 (0) closure of O1 . We will show that this
infimum is achieved at some u0 # O� 1 . Let us accept this for a moment.
Clearly J� s (u0)=d<r and so u0 # O. Now either u0 # O1 or u0 # �O1 . In the
first case u0 is a critical point of J� s and we are done. The second case
u0 # �O1 is excluded by Lemma 3.5.

To show that the infimum d above is achieved, let un # O1 be a minimiz-
ing sequence with say, J� s (un)�d+1�2n2. For each n we apply Ekeland's
principle to the functional J� s on O� 1 to get vn # O� 1 such that

J� s (vn)�J� s (un), (3.6)

&vn&un &1, p�1�n, (3.7)

J� s (vn)�J� s (v)+
1
n

&v&vn&1, p \v # O� 1 . (3.8)

Our purpose is to show that vn is a (P.S) sequence for J� s on S, i.e., that
J� s (vn) is bounded (which is obvious by (3.6)) and that &J� $s(vn)&

*
� 0. Once

this is proved, we get, by Lemma 2.8 and (3.7), that un admits a convergent
subsequence, and consequently the infimum d is achieved.

To prove that &J� $s(vn)&
*

� 0, we first fix n, take w # W 1, p
0 (0) tangent to

S at vn , and consider the path ut as defined by (2.11). We observe that
vn # O1 because if vn # �O1 , then, by Lemma 3.5, J� s (vn)=r, which is
impossible since

J� s (vn)�J� s (un)�d+
1

2n2<r
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for n sufficiently large. So we can take v=ut in (3.8) for |t| sufficiently
small. The argument now is identical to the one in the proof of Lemma 2.9,
and the lemma is proved. Q.E.D.

We are now ready to start the

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Assume by contradiction the existence of a point
of the form (s++, +) in 7p with *1<+<c(s). By Proposition 3.4 and the
(easily verified) fact that 7p is closed, we can choose such a point with +
minimum. In other words, J� s has a critical value + with *1<+<c(s), but
there is no critical value in ]*1 , +[. We will construct a path in 1 on which
J� s remains �+, which yields a contradiction with the definition of c(s).

Let u # S be a critical point of J� s at level +. So u satisfies the equation

&2p u=(s++) u+ p&1&+u&p&1 in 0,

and we know that u changes sign in 0. From this equation follows that

|
0

|{u+| p=(s++) | u+ p, |
0

|{u&| p=+ |
0

u& p

and consequently

J� s (u)=J� s\ u+

&u+&p+=J� s\ &u&

&u&&p+=+,

J� s\ u&

&u&&p+=+&s.

We will consider the following three paths in S, which go respectively from
u to u+�&u+&p , from u+�&u+&p to u&�&u&&p and from &u&�&u&&p to u:

u1(t)=
tu+(1&t) u+

&tu+(1&t) u+&p
, u2(t)=

tu++(1&t) u&

&tu++(1&t) u&&p
,

u3(t)=
&tu&+(1&t) u

&&tu&+(1&t) u&p
.

An easy calculation shows that, for all t # [0, 1],

J� s (u1(t))=+, J� s (u2(t))�+, J� s (u3(t))=+.

We start moving from u to u+�&u+&p along u1(t), then we continue from
u+�&u+&p to u&�&u&&p along u2(t). In this manner we go from u to
u&�&u&&p (which lies at level +&s) by staying at levels �+. To continue,
we have to investigate the levels below +&s. Call O=[v # S : J� s(v)<+&s].
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Clearly .1 # O, while &.1 # O if +&s>*1 . Moreover .1 and &.1 are the
only possible critical points of J� s in O (because of the choice of +).

Observe now that u&�&u&&p is not a critical point of J� s (since it does
not change sign and vanishes on a set of positive measure). So u&�&u&&p

is a regular point of J� s , and consequently there exists a C1 path
&: [&=, +=] � S with &(0)=u&�&u&&p and d�dt J� s (&(t))| t=0 {0. Following
a little bit this path & in the positive or negative direction, we can thus
move from u&�&u&&p to a point v by a path in S which, with the exception
of its starting point u&�&u&&p , lies at levels <+&s. In particular v # O.
Looking at the component of O which contains v and applying Lemma 3.6
together with Lemma 3.5, we can continue from v to +.1 (or to &.1) with
a path in S at levels <+&s. Let us assume that it is +.1 which is reached
in this way (the end of the argument would be similar in the other case).

At this stage we have constructed a path in S from u to +.1 which stays
at levels �+. And we observe that the last part of that path, from
u&�&u&&p to +.1 stays at levels �+&s. Call u4(t) that last part of the
path, and consider the symmetric path &u4(t). This path &u4(t) goes from
&u&�&u&&p to &.1 . Let us estimate the functional J� s along &u4(t). We
first observe that for any v # S,

|J� s (v)&J� s (&v)|�s.

It follows that

J� s(&u4(t))�J� s(u4 (t))+s�(+&s)+s=+.

So &u4(t) allows us to go from &.1 to &u&�&u&&p by staying at levels
�+. Finally the path u3 that we introduced at the beginning of the proof
brings us back from &u&�&u&&p to u by staying at level +. Putting everything
together, we have constructed a continuous path in S from &.1 to .1 staying
at levels �+. This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.1. Q.E.D.

Remark 3.7. In the linear case p=2, the result of Theorem 3.1 was
obtained in [13] by proving the convexity of a certain function. The
arguments in [13] apparently do not extend to the nonlinear case p{2.

Remark 3.8. If we reproduce the above proof starting from (s+
c(s), c(s)) instead of (s++, +), we conclude that the infimum in the mini-
max formula (2.14) is achieved.

4. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE CURVE

In this section we study some monotonicity and regularity properties of
the curve C as well as its asymptotic behaviour.
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Proposition 4.1. The curve s # R+ � (s+c(s), c(s)) is continuous and
strictly decreasing (in the sense that s<s$ implies s+c(s)<s$+c(s$) and
c(s)>c(s$)).

Proof. We first show that the function s # R+ � c(s) is nonincreasing
and Lipschitz continuous, with Lipchitz constant �1. Indeed let s<s$. Since
J� s�J� s$ , we clearly have c(s)�c(s$). Now let =>0. There exists # # 1 such
that

max
u # #[&1, +1]

J� s$(u)�c(s$)+=

and so

0�c(s)&c(s$)� max
u # #[&1, +1]

J� s (u)& max
u # #[&1, +1]

J� s$ (u)+=.

Denoting by u0 a point in #[&1, +1] where J� s achieves its maximum on
#[&1, +1], we have

0�c(s)&c(s$)�J� s (u0)&J� s$ (u0)+=

�(s$&s)+=.

This implies the Lipschitz property since =>0 is arbitrary.
We now show that the curve is strictly decreasing. We will use in the

proof Corollary 5.4 from the next section. Let s<s$. Assume by contradic-
tion that either (i) s+c(s)�s$+c(s$) or (ii) c(s)�c(s$). In case (i) we
deduce from

s+c(s)�s$+c(s$)>s+c(s$)

that c(s)>c(s$). Corollary 5.4 with (:, ;)=(s+c(s), c(s)) then implies that

&2p v=(s$+c(s$)) v+ p&1&c(s$) v& p&1 in 0, v=0 on �0

has only the trivial solution, which contradicts the fact that (s$+c(s$)), c(s$))
# 7p . In case (ii) we first observe that s+c(s)<s$+c(s$). Corollary 5.4
with (:, ;)=(s$+c(s$), c(s$)) now implies that

&2pv=(s+c(s)) v+ p&1&c(s) v& p&1 in 0, v=0 on �0

has only the trivial solution, which contradicts the fact that (s+c(s), c(s))
# 7p . Q.E.D.

Remark 4.2. It follows easily from Proposition 4.1 that in the linear
case p=2, the present curve C coincides with the curve constructed
in [18].
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The following very mild regularity assumption on 0 will be needed in
Proposition 4.4 below : (*) when p>N, we assume that for some x0 # �0
and =>0, �0 & B(x0 , =) is regular. This assumption will be used through
the following

Lemma 4.3. Assume (*). Then there exists . # W 1, p
0 (0) such that there

does not exist r # R verifying .(x)�r.1(x) a.e. in 0.

Proof. When p�N, it suffices to take for . a function in W 1, p
0 (0)

which is unbounded from above in the neighborhood of some x1 # 0.
When p>N, we use (*) and [27] to get that .1 # C 1(0 & B(x0 , =�2)).
Taking . # W 1, p

0 (0) with infinite normal derivative at x0 yields the
conclusion. Q.E.D.

Proposition 4.4. Assume (*). Then the limit of c(s) as s � +� is equal
to *1 .

Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists $>0 such that
maxu # #[&1, +1] J� s(u) �*1+$ for all # # 1 and all s�0. Choose . #
W1, p

0 (0) as in Lemma 4.3 and consider the path # # 1 defined by

#(t)=
t.1+(1&|t| ) .

&t.1+(1&|t| ) .&p
, t # [&1, +1].

The maximum of J� s on #[&1, +1] is achieved at say t=ts . Putting
vts

=ts.1+(1&|ts | ) ., we thus have

|
0

|{vts
| p&s |

0
v+

ts

p�(*1+$) |
0

|ts.1+(1&|ts | ) .| p (4.1)

for all s�0. Letting s � +�, we can assume, for a subsequence,
ts � t� # [&1, +1]. Since vts

remains bounded in W 1, p
0 (0) as s � +�, it

follows from (4.1) that �0v+
ts

p � 0. Consequently

|
0

(t� .1+(1&|t� | ) .)+p
=0,

which is impossible by the choice of . unless t� =&1. So ts � &1. Going
now to the limit in (4.1), one easily gets

*1|
0

|.1 | p=|
0

|{.1 | p�(*1+$) |
0

|.1 | p,

a contradiction. Q.E.D.
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Remark 4.5. Several results of this paper can easily be extended to the
case of the Neumann boundary conditions. One difference occurs however
in Proposition 4.4 when p>N. This is analyzed in [5] in connexion with
the validity of an uniform form of the antimaximum principle. Extensions
to quasilinear operators of the following form can also easily be carried
out,

&div( |A(x)1�2 {u| p&2 A(x) {u),

where A(x) is a symmetric matrix, uniformly positive definite on 0. Such
operators, for p=2, are the general second order operators in divergence
form. For 1<p<�, they were considered recently, e.g., in [28].

5. NONRESONANCE BETWEEN (*1 , *1) AND C

In this section we study the solvability of the Dirichlet problem

&2pu= f (x, u) in 0, u=0 on �0 (5.1)

in the case where the right-hand side is such that f (x, u)�|u| p&2 u lies
asymptotically between (*1 , *1) and one point (:, ;) # C.

Let f : 0_R � R be a function satisfying the usual L� Caratheodory
conditions. Given a point (:, ;) # C, we assume that the inequalities

#\ (x)�lim inf
s � \�

f (x, s)
|s| p&2 s

�lim sup
s � \�

f (x, s)
|s| p&2 s

�1\(x) (5.2)

hold uniformly with respect to x, where #\ (x) and 1\ (x) are L� functions
which satisfy

(f ) {*1�#+(x)�1+(x)�:
*1�#&(x)�1& (x)�;

a.e. in 0,
a.e. in 0.

Writing F(x, s)=�s
0 f (x, t) dt, we also assume that the inequalities

$\ (x)�lim inf
s � \�

pF(x, s)
|s| p �lim sup

s � \�

pF(x, s)
|s| p �2\ (x) (5.3)

hold uniformly with respect to x, where $\(x) and 2\(x) are L� functions
which satisfy
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*1�$+(x)�2+(x)�: a.e. in 0,

*1�$&(x)�2&(x)�; a.e. in 0,
(F) {$+ (x)>*1 and $&(x)>*1 on subsets of positive measure,

either 2+ (x)<: a.e. in 0 or 2&(x)<; a.e. in 0.

Theorem 5.1. Assume (5.2), (5.3), (f ), and (F) with (:, ;) # C. Then
problem (5.1) admits at least one solution u in W 1, p

0 (0).

Note that any solution u # W 1, p
0 (0) of (5.1) belongs to L�(0) & C1(0)

if f growths at most, say, as |s| p&1 : | f (x, s)|�M |s| p&1+M$ (which is the
case here under (5.2)). This follows by combining the L� estimate of [1]
with the local regularity results of [19].

The result of Theorem 5.1 is of the same type as that of [12] where p=2
and :=;, of [14] where p=2 and N=1 and of [18] where p=2 (see
Remark 5.2 below for a precise comparison). It improves the result of [3]
where :=; and where the strict inequalities in (F) are imposed on #\ (x),
1\ (x) instead of $\ (x), 2\ (x). Other papers dealing also with this latter
case include [8, 6].

Remark 5.2. Let us agree to say that the unique continuation property
(UCP) holds for &2p if any nontrivial solution u # W 1, p

loc (0) of an equa-
tion like &2pu=m(x) |u| p&2 u in 0, with m # L�(0), does not vanish on
a set of positive measure. If (UCP) holds for &2p , then the conclusion of
Theorem 5.1 still holds if the strict assumption on 2\(x) in (F) is replaced
by ``2+(x)<: and 2&(x)<; on a common subset of positive measure''.
This is exactly the type of hypothesis considered in [12, 14, 18]. (UCP)
holds when p=2, or when N=1, but it is an open question whether it
holds when p{2 and N�2.

The following lemma will be used repeatedly in the proof of Theorem 5.1.
It concerns the problem

&2p u=:(x) u+ p&1&;(x) u& p&1 in 0, u=0 on �0. (5.4)

Lemma 5.3. Let (:, ;) # C and let :(x), ;(x) be L� functions satisfying

*1�:(x)�: and *1�;(x)�; a.e. in 0. (5.5)

Assume that

*1<:(x) and *1<;(x) on subsets of positive measure. (5.6)
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Then any nontrivial solution u of (5.4) changes sign and is such that

:(x)=: a.e. on [x : u(x)>0] and ;(x)=; a.e. on [x : u(x)<0]

(and consequently u is an eigenfunction associated to the point (:, ;) of C).

Corollary 5.4. Let (:, ;) # C. Assume (5.5), (5.6), and either :(x)<:
a.e. in 0 or ;(x)<; a.e. in 0. Then (5.4) has only the trivial solution.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.3. Q.E.D.

Remark 5.5. Assume (5.5), (5.6) as well as :(x)<: and ;(x)<; on a
common subset of positive measure. If (UCP) holds for &2p , then Lemma
5.3 implies that (5.4) has only the trivial solution.

Proof of Lemma 5.3. Let u be a non-trivial solution of (5.2). Replacing
u by &u if necessary, we can assume that the point (:, ;) # C is such that
:�;. We first show that u changes sign in 0. Suppose by contradiction
that this is not the case, say u�0 a.e. (a similar argument would work in
the other case). So u solves

&2p u=:(x)|u| p&2 u in 0, u=0 on �0.

This implies that the first eigenvalue of &2p on W 1, p
0 (0) with respect to

the weight :(x) is equal to 1 (cf. [1, 24]), i.e.,

inf { |
0

|{v| p<|0
:(x)|v| p : v # W 1, p

0 (0), v#% 0==1. (5.7)

We then deduce from (5.5), (5.6), (5.7) that

1=
�0 |{.1 | p

*1

>
�0 |{.1 | p

�0 :(x) . p
1

�1,

a contradiction.
The idea of the proof of Lemma 5.3 is now the following. We asume by

contradiction that either

|[x # 0; :(x)<: and u(x)>0]|>0 (5.8)

or that a similar relation involving ;(x) holds. Here as before, | | denotes
Lebesgue measure. We will suppose that it is (5.8) which holds (a similar
argument would work in the other case). Put :&;=s�0. So, with the
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notations of Section 2, ;=c(s) where c(s) is given by (2.14). We will show
the existence of a path # # 1 such that

max
u # #[&1, +1]

J� s (u)<;, (5.9)

which yields a contradiction with the definition of c(s) as the minimax
value (2.14).

In order to construct #, we will first show the existence of a function
v # W 1, p

0 (0) which changes sign and which satisfies

|
0

|{v+| p<|0
v+ p<: and |

0
|{v&| p<|0

v& p<;. (5.10)

Let us admit the existence of such a function v for a moment. Then we can
construct a path exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, using v instead of
the critical point u. One starts from v�&v&p and goes successively to
v+�&v+&p and to v&�&v&&p . Using (5.10), one verifies that the levels of J� s

remain <;; moreover the level of v&�&v&&p is <;&s. One then goes on
to, say, +.1 using Lemma 3.6 with r=;&s (one also uses here the fact
that since (:, ;) belongs to the first curve, the only critical points of J� s at
level <; are +.1 and &.1). One then returns from &.1 to &v&�&v&&p

and finally to v�&v&p , exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. A path #
satisfying (5.9) is constructed in this way.

It remains to prove the existence of a function v satisfying (5.10). Recall
that u # C(0) and let us take a component O1 of [u # 0 : u(x)>0] satisfying

|[x # O1 : :(x)<:]|>0, (5.11)

which is clearly possible by (5.8). Let us fix a component O2 of [x # 0 :
u(x)<0]. We claim that

*1(O1)<: and *1(O2)�;, (5.12)

where *1(Oi) denotes the first eigenvalue of &2p on W 1, p
0 (Oi). Indeed, using

(5.4), (5.5), (5.11) and the fact that the restriction u|Oi
belongs to W 1, p

0 (Oi)
(cf. Lemma 5.6 below), we have

�O1
|{u| p

�O1
|u| p <:

�O1
|{u| p

�O1
:(x)|u| p=:,

which implies *1(O1)<:. The other inequality in (5.12) is proved similarly.
The idea now is to modify a little bit the open sets O1 and O2 so as to get
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two new open sets in 0, O� 1 and O� 2 , with empty intersection and such
that

*1(O� 1 )<: and *1(O� 2)<;. (5.13)

The desired function v is then obtained by putting v=v1&v2 where vi

denotes the extension by zero outside O� i of the positive eigenfunction
associated to *1(O� i).

To construct these two open sets, let us first define, for '�0,

O1(')=[x # O1 : dist (x, Oc
1)>'].

Clearly *1(O1('))�*1(O1) and moreover *1(O1(')) � *1(O1) as ' � 0. This
latter fact is proved in [18] when p=2, and the proof given there carries
over immediately to the general case. Combining with (5.12), we conclude
that there exists '0>0 such that

*1 (O1('))<: for 0�'�'0 . (5.14)

We now look at O2 . From the facts that 0 is connected and that O1

and O2 are two disjoint nonempty open subsets of 0, one easily deduces
that �O2 & 0 is non empty. Pick x0 # �O2 & 0 and take 0<'<
min['0 , dist (x0 , 0c)]. We then define

O� 1=O1('), O� 2=O2 _ B(x0 , '�2).

Clearly O� 1 & O� 2=<, and by (5.14), *1 (O� 1)<:. Since O� 2 is clearly connected,
(5.12) and Lemma 5.7 below imply that *1 (O� 2)<;. This completes the
proof of Lemma 5.3. Q.E.D

The following two simple lemmas have been used in the proof of Lemma
5.3. The first one concerns the restriction of a function to one of its nodal
sets while the second one deals with the dependence of *1 with respect to
the domain.

Lemma 5.6. Let u # W 1, p
0 (0) & C(0) and let O be a component of

[x # 0 : u(x)>0]. Then u|O # W 1, p
0 (O).

Proof. Replacing u by u+, we can always assume u�0 in 0.
Approximating u by C �

c (0) functions and taking positive parts, one gets
a sequence un # W 1, p

0 (0) & C(0) with un�0, supp un compact in 0 and
un � u in W 1, p

0 (0). The sequence vn=min(u, un) enjoys the same proper-
ties as un . We now consider wn=vn |O . Clearly wn # W 1, p(O). Since
vn # C(0) and has compact support, vn # C(0� ) and consequently wn # C(O� ).
We claim that wn (x)=0 for all x # �O. Indeed, if x # 0, then u(x)=0
(because O is a nodal set), and consequently vn (x)=min[u(x), un (x)]=0.
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If x # �0, then vn (x)=0 since vn has compact support. The claim is thus
proved. Theorem IX. 17 of [9] then implies that wn # W 1, p

0 (O), and the
conclusion of the lemma follows easily. Q.E.D.

Lemma 5.7. Let A, B be two bounded open sets in RN, with A % B and B
connected. Then *1 (A)>*1 (B).

Proof. From the definition (1.3) of *1 , one clearly has *1 (A)�*1 (B).
Assume by contradiction that equality holds and denote by .1 the exten-
sion by zero outside A of a positive normalized eigenfunction associated to
*1(A). We deduce from

|
B

|{.1 | p=*1(A) |
B

|.1 | p=*1 (B) |
B

|.1 | p

that .1 is an eigenfunction associated to *1(B). But this is impossible since
B is connected and .1 vanishes on B"A{,. Q.E.D.

We are now ready to start the

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Replacing if necessary u by &u, we can assume
:�;. We consider the functional

8(u)=
1
p |

0
|{u| p&|

0
F(x, u).

Under our assumptions, 8 is a C1 functional on W 1, p
0 (0), and its critical

points are exactly the solutions of (5.1).

Claim 1. 8 satisfies the (P.S.) condition on W 1, p
0 (0).

Proof. Let un be a (P.S.) sequence, i.e.,

|8(un)|�c, (5.15)

|(8$(un), w)|�=n &w&1, p \w # W 1, p
0 (0), (5.16)

where c is a constant and =n � 0. As usual, it suffices to prove that
un remains bounded in W 1, p

0 (0). Assume by contradiction that, for a
subsequence, &un&1, p � +�. Write vn=un �&un &1, p . For a further sub-
sequence, vn ( v0 in W 1, p

0 (0), vn � v0 in L p(0) and a.e. in 0, and also,
using (5.2), f (x, un(x))�&un& p&1

1, p ( f0(x) in L p$(0). We first take w=v0&vn

in (5.16) and divide by &un& p&1
1, p to deduce from the (S+) property of &2p
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that vn � v0 in W 1, p
0 (0). In particular &v0 &1, p=1. One also deduces in a

similar manner from (5.16) that

|
0

|{v0 | p&2 {v0{w=|
0

f0(x) w \w # W 1, p
0 (0).

Now, by standard arguments based on assumption (f) (cf. e.g. [23]), f0(x)
can be written as :(x) v+

0
p&1&;(x) v&

0
p&1 for some L� functions :(x), ;(x)

satisfying (5.5). In this expression of f0(x), the values of :(x) (resp. ;(x))
on [x: v0(x)�0] (resp. [x: v0(x)�0]) are irrelevant, and consequently we
can assume that

:(x)>*1 on [x: v0(x)�0] and ;(x)>*1 on [x: v0 (x)�0].

(5.17)

So v0 is a nontrivial solution of equation (5.4). It then follows from Lemma
5.3 that either (i) :(x)=*1 a.e. in 0, or (ii) ;(x)=*1 a.e. in 0, or (iii) v0

is an eigenfunction associated to the point (:, ;) of C. We will see that each
case leads to a contradiction.

If (i) holds, then, by (5.17), v0>0 a.e. in 0 and equation (5.4) yields
�0 |{v0 | p=*1� |{v0 | p. This implies that v0 is a multiple of .1 . Dividing
(5.15) by &un & p

1, p and going to the limit using (5.3), one gets

*1 |
0

v p
0 =|

0
|{v0 | p=lim |

0

pF(x, un)
&un& p

1, p

�|
0

$+(x) v p
0 .

This contradicts assumption (F). The case (ii) is treated similarly. Now if
(iii) holds, we deduce in the same manner from (5.15) that

|
0

:v+
0

p+;v&
0

p=|
0

|{v0 | p=lim |
0

pF(x, un)
&un& p

1, p

�|
0

2+(x) v+
0

p+2&(x) v&
0

p.

This contradicts assumption (F) since v0 changes sign. Claim 1 is thus
proved.

We now turn to the study of the geometry of 8.

Claim 2. There exists R>0 such that

max[8(R.1), 8(&R.1)]< max
u # h[&1, +1]

8(u)

for any h # 4=[h # C([&1, +1], W 1, p
0 (0)) : h(\1)=\R.1].
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Once this claim is proved, we can apply a version of the mountain pass
theorem given, e.g., in [17] to conclude that

c= inf
h # 4

max
u # h[&1, +1]

8(u) (5.18)

is a critical value of 8, and Theorem 5.1 is proved.

Proof of Claim 2. Part of the argument here is adapted from [13, 11].
Let us first recall the precise meaning of the fact that the inequalities (5.3)
holds uniformly with respect to x: for any =>0 there exists a=(x) # L1(0)
such that for a.e. x,

{
($+(x)&=)

s p

p
&a=(x)�F(x, s)�(2+(x)+=)

s p

p
+a=(x) \s>0,

($&(x)&=)
|s| p

p
&a=(x)�F(x, s)�(2&(x)+=)

|s| p

p
+a=(x) \s<0.

(5.19)

We will consider the following functional associated to the functions 2\(x)
from (5.19),

9(u)=|
0

|{u| p&|
0

2+(x) u+ p&|
0

2&(x) u&p

and prove that

d= inf
# # 1

max
u # #[&1, +1]

9(u)>0, (5.20)

where 1 is as before the set of all continuous paths in S going from &.1

to +.1 . Let us postpone for a moment the proof of (5.20) and show how
Claim 2 follows.

From the left inequalities in (5.19) follows that for R>0 and '>0,

8(\R.1)�
R p

p |
0

(*1&$\(x)) . p
1 +

'R p

p
+&a' &1 ,

which implies, by using (F) and considering ' sufficiently small, that
8(\R.1) � &� as R � +�. Let us fix = with 0<=<d. We can thus
choose R=R(=) so that

8(\R.1)< &&a= &1 , (5.21)

where a= is associated to = through (5.19). Let us now consider a path
h # 4, as in the statement of Claim 2. If 0 # h[&1, +1], then, by (5.21),

8(\R.1)<&&a= &1�0=8(0)� max
u # h[&1, +1]

8(u),
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and the inequality of Claim 2 holds. If 0 � h[&1, +1], then we can con-
sider the normalized path h� (t)=h(t)�&h(t)&p , which belongs to 1. Since, by
(5.19),

8(u)�
9(u)&= &u& p

p

p
&&a=&1 ,

we obtain

max
u # h[&1, +1]

p8(u)+= &u& p
p + p &a= &1

&u& p
p

� max
v # h� [&1, +1]

9(v)�d,

and consequently, by the choice of =,

max
u # h[&1, 1]

p8(u)+ p &a=&1

&u& p
p

�d&=>0.

This implies, by (5.21),

max
u # h[&1, 1]

8(u)>&&a=&1>8(\R.1),

i.e. the inequality of Claim 2.
It remains to prove (5.20). Write s=:&;�0. Since (:, ;) # C, we have,

for any # # 1,

max
u # #[&1, 1]

J� s(u)�c(s)=;,

i.e.,

max
u # #[&1, 1] \ |

0
|{u| p&|

0
:u+ p&|

0
;u& p+�0,

which implies, by (F),

max
u # #[&1, 1]

9(u)�0.

So d in (5.20) is �0. On the other hand, since $\(x)�2\(x),

9(\.1)�|
0

(*1&$\(x)) . p
1 <0

by (F). We are thus lead to a mountain pass geometry for the restriction
9� of 9 to S,

max[9� (.1), 9� (&.1)]<0� max
u # #[&1, 1]

9� (u)
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for any path # # 1. And one verifies, exactly as in Lemma 2.8, that 9
satisfies the (P.S.) condition. It then follows from Remark 2.6 that d is a
critical value of 9� , i.e. there exists u # S and + # R such that

{9(u)=d,
(9$(u), v)=+(I$(u), v) \v # W 1, p

0 (0).

Assume now by contradiction that d=0. Taking v=u above, one deduces
+=0, so that u is a nontrivial solution of

&2pu=2+(x) u+ p&1&2&(x) u& p&1 in 0, u=0 on �0.

Using (F), one gets a contradiction with Lemma 5.3. This completes the
proof of Claim 2 and also of Theorem 5.1. Q.E.D.
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